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Sales ahead but profit
margin squeezec
JS ACHIEVED a significant increase in the volume of sales in the
first half of the 1977/8 financial year, despite the Tesco price war
and the three-week unofficial depot strike, reported Chairman John
Sainsbury on November 9.
Sales for the first half increased to
£406 million, a rise of 24.5 per cent,
all the more creditable in a period
when grocery sales nationally
declined by around 4 per cent.
Profits were £12.5 million, compared with £10.7 million for the
first half last year.
Market share improved, too,
increasing from 7.3 per cent of
total sales through all grocery
outlets in the first half last year, to
7.9 per cent.
However, the chairman is cautious in his report to shareholders.

He sees consumers' purchasing
power being further squeezed in
the second half so that it is unlikely that the exceptionally buoyant turnover which JS experienced in the second half last year will
be repeated. And he adds that net
profit margins will continue to be
under pressure in the current
competitive climate within the
trade.
The results in detail over page •
The Chairman's analysis—page ten
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The half-year
figures in detail
For those who like to make their own assessment of the figures,
the following is a comparison chart giving both the interim
results for the last two years and last year's end-of-year results.
Interim Results
1977
1976
£000
£000
Til m O V e r

-includes VA T £6.655m
(1976 £5.259m)

Full Year
1976/77
£000

406,180

326,194

663,776

12,121

10,348

25,303

338
12,459
6.479

352
10,700
5,564

879
26,182
13,687

5,980

5,136

12,495

Profit before Taxation
Retailing —net margin 3.0% (1976 3.2%)
Associated Companies — Share of Profit
T a x a t i o n at 52% (1976 52%)

Profit after Taxation

Farewell to
Clapham

... and another at Oldbury
HOT ON THE HEELS of SavaCentre's
Washington venture comes favourable
news of proposals to build another in
01dbury L Birmingham. Sandwell District
Council have asked SavaCentre Ltd to
submit a formal tender for a large scale
store in the Oldbury town centre. If accepted, this tender will be subject only to
the approval of the Department of the
Environment.

Planned to have a street level sales area
of 60,000 square feet and parking for
1,000 cars, the hypermarket will have a
restaurant and petrol station. It will employ over 400 people. Tim Grinnel,
SavaCentre's general manager, says that
the store 'could provide the basis for the
revitalisation of Oldbury town centre,
which has suffered from "planning
blight" for more than 20 years'.

White Christmas in Petts Wood?
JS FREEZER CENTRES are blossoming in South East London. Hard on the
heels of the Eltham centre (opened on
September 27) comes a new one in Petts
Wood—opening on December 6. The
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201 square metre (2150 square feet) store
will carry all the normal JS freezer lines.
There will also be a beer, wines and spirits
section. The next issue will carry full
details.

SAYING GOODBYE is usually hard to
do but loyal supporters of Clapham's
staff association had no difficulties when
their local section of the SSA held its
farewell disco-dance to mark its closedown on November 1.
Although tickets for the dance were
50p and it was a sell-out, no-one had to
pay a penny for their evening's entertainment.
The free farewell was organised by Stan
Goodman, secretary of Clapham's SSA,
who was on the doors at Dulwich handing out £1 for every 50p ticket handed in.
The surprise gift, paid for out of surplus
funds, meant that entry was free, and
there was still 50p left over to buy a drink
or two.
The SSA is not the only part of
Clapham to have said goodbye recently.
Branch productivity services have now
joined the purchasing department on the
second floor of Stamford House, and the
branch engineers have now settled in
above them on the third floor.
The target date for the completion of
the move from Clapham to Blackfriars is
still February 1978 though the motor
engineers will remain where they are indefinitely.

Remember: the
copy date for the
next issue is
Monday, December 5

Northern push gets big response
A FLOOD of letters and phone calls has
been pouring into the JS estates office in
reply to last month's advertisement for
suitable sites in the North. The scheme to
extend JS's trading area in the North was
launched in October when advertisements appeared in many Northern newspapers requesting information on available sites for future JS supermarkets.
So far over 400 enquiries have been
received from people in all parts of northern England offering land, advice, or
simply encouragment. Derek Salisbury,
service manager in the estates department
says: 'The fantastic response has been a
terrific indication of the goodwill that

7-up and out

We report on the response to
the JS campaign for more
sites m the North.
exists for JS in the North. Of course many
ofthe sites suggested may not be practical
but we are interested in following them all
up.'
Of the numerous offers of land many
have come from councils and landowners
eager to see a Sainsbury's in their area but
a lot of work has to be done before the
estates department can reveal which, if
any, of these suggestions has yielded a
THE EXPRESS CHECKOUT experiment, conducted over the last three
months in six stores, has proved successful.
Although the new scheme is still being
carefully monitored more stores will be
introducing the quick service checkouts
to deal with customers who wish to make
only a small number of purchases. Stores
will only be chosen where there is a high
average purchase per customer and where
checkouts are available for the purpose.
The relative success of the experiment
was judged by the favourable customer
reaction and managers' reports.
Various methods were tried out and it
was thought preferable to limit the number of items allowed through the express
checkout to seven, though for the
cashier's peace of mind flexibility will be
exercised.

Swim-in help for Rugby
RUGBY'S DOGGED ATTEMPTS to
provide a guide dog for ex-employee
Lynda McElroy (reported in October's
Journal) have borne fruit. An overwhelming response to the tale of their efforts has
enabled them to pay off all the £340 which
was outstanding when we went to press.
As reported last month, the Stamford
Group at Streatham offered £300, but
manager Peter Wesson, who has been
marshalling the JS response, took only
£250. Amongst other contributions, silver paper collected by the drivers kept
things ticking over, and many individuals
sent small sums, often anonymously.
Friendly rivalry between JS's Kingsland Road and Watney Street branches
raised over £100 towards the fund.
They splashed it out on October 25 at a
sponsored swim-in. A six-a-side relay
team dived in to swim as many lengths as
they could in one hour.
Between them the teams clocked up 360
lengths—that's an impressive 30 lengths
per swimmer. The two scorers, one from
each store, came up with a democratic
total of 180 lengths for each team.
With a number of keen swimmers on
the staff, the branches decided to dive in
at the deep end. Says Chris Dutton, manager of Watney St: 'I've always said that
one way or another we're always in the
swim round here.'

Of the £100, Peter Wesson has only
accepted £30, and Chris Dutton has offered the rest to the Stamford Group.
'I'd like to express my thanks on behalf
of Mrs McElroy and the branch staff for
the response from all parts of the company' says Peter, 'and especially to the
drivers for delivering all the silver paper.'
Exhausted but victorious the Watiwy
Street and Kingsland Road waterbabies.

potential site for JS.
Brenda Hunter, secretary to director
Gurth Hoyer Millar, has been on the
receiving end of the telephone enquiries.
She reports: 'A lot have come from
housewives who used to live further south
and miss their local Sainsbury's. Then
there are the people who pass a particular
vacant plot of land every day and think JS
ought to know about it.'
Some people have even offered their
own land—anything from
pocket
handkerchief-sized back gardens to one
lady who owns 37 acres and suggested JS
might like to build a supermarket right
next door to her equestrian centre.

Facing the
fiery furore
THE FIRST DAY ofthe firemen's strike
rang alarm bells in JS's Blackpole branch.
The national emergency prompted manager David Butolph to arrange an instore fire practice, but things didn't go
quite as planned. The store has a fire
control system which rings alarm bells in
the fire station as well as around the
branch.
Despite following procedures to avoid
triggering these bells, the alarm got
through to the emergency control centre.
Branch staff were more than a little surprised when one 'Green Goddess' and
two fire chiefs turned up to put out the
'blaze'. T expected to be told off for
causing a false alarm' said David, 'but in
fact the firemen were so pleased that their
emergency systems were working, despite
the strike, that I ended up being congratulated.'

Dating Miss JS
ONE WAY of prolonging the festive
season well into the new year is to buy a
couple of tickets for the SSA's annual
dinner dance on February 25. The venue
is the West Centre Hotel, London, and
the highspot of the evening will be the
choosing of Miss JS 1978.
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'Chantilly' lace,
a pretty face
A COORDINATED COLLECTION of
sheets, bedspreads, and curtains is the
latest addition to the JS textiles range.

Ten stores have introduced the new
bedroom accessories which include
polyester cotton sheets, duvet covers, pillowcases, valances, and 100 per cent
polyester bedspreads and curtains. The
full range can be bought in a modern
floral pattern called 'Chantilly' which
comes in three colour schemes, brown
green and burgundy, each on a cream
background.
Also new to JS shelves but in various
patterns and colours are fitted and ordinary sheets, valances, duvet covers, and
acrylic curtains and bedspreads.

All set for the party
'THE MAIN ATTRACTION of the
Party Set is that you don't have to use it at
parties.' So says David Queen, JS hardware manager, who is responsible for
introducing this versatile addition to the
hardware range.
The Party Set went into about 20
branches in mid October and in the preChristmas rush it is expected to sell well. It
costs only £1.30.
The set, in 'tango' orange, consists of
four small dishes which are easily assembled by sliding them over the stem which
screws into the base.
Apart from making an eye-catching
party centrepiece when filled with edible
titbits, it's also a useful addition to a lady's
dressing table to keep her rings, bangles
and make-up tidy, and the orderly handyman finds it a boon for keeping his nuts
and bolts under control.
These are just some of the possible uses.
Our picture shows a few more and without
doubt imaginative JS staff will flood the
Journal offices with their own ideas.
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BRAND!

CLEVERLY TIMED for Christmas is
the new own label French brandy which is
now on sale in JS stores. The beers, wines,
and spirits department believe this is the
first own-label brandy on sale in British
supermarkets to be specially bottled in
France.
The decision to bring out this new line
follows the successful introduction in the
last few years of whisky, gin, and vodka
under the JS label. But the proof of this
spirit is in the price—only £2.95 for the \
litre bottle.

... the goose is
getting fat!
THE CHRISTMAS RUSH is only just
starting in our high streets, but in the
poultry buying department in Stamford
House preparations are in full swing for
keeping stores well stocked with seasonal
turkeys, chickens, ducks and geese.
Although more people now have freezers and are able to buy their Christmas
birds well in advance, the buyers still
anticipate the usual heavy demand in the
week before Christmas.
Fresh turkeys will be in JS shops on
December 21 while stores will be well
stocked with frozen birds from early December onwards. Goose and duck are
expected to remain fairly popular this
year as an alternative to the more traditional Christmas fare, although prices are
likely to be high.

Which? value what store where
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
are cheapest at Sainsbury's, according to
the latest report on supermarket prices
by the consumer magazine Which? Over
the year the report also points out:
'Sainsbury's have become one of the
cheapest chains.'
Two surveys were carried out for the
investigation. The first was conducted
just after Tesco broke its long association
with Green Shield stamps in June, and
found that over a wide range of goods,
Tesco were cheapest. Sainsbury's came
out cheapest in the fresh fruit and veget-

ables category, beating Kwik Save and
Presto who jointly took second position.
By mid September, when a second
survey was carried out, Which? found
some evidence to show certain retailers
had reduced Tesco's early price lead.
To reach these conclusions representatives of the magazine visited more
than a thousand shops in some 150 towns
and cities checking the price of 28 basic
grocery items, as well as fresh fruit,
vegetables and meat. Ivor Hunt, head of
market research and information, is critical of the survey methods. He says: 'This

is a very small number of items on which
to make a price comparison.' The magazine does state that no allowance was
made for quality, a favourable point for
JS, and advises the shopper to take
quality into account herself.
Which? also pointed out the dramatic
savings which can be made by shoppers
who buy own-label goods. The report
says: 'The amount you would save by
switching entirely from leading brands to
own-brands varied, but the average
household might save £18 a year on basic
grocery bills.'

JS wine makes the grade

tfNsSST

Cooking lamb
the NZ way

1,600 BOTTLES OF WINE could be an
alcoholic's daydream or a temperance
nightmare, but this was the formidable
quantity of booze that confronted the
compilers of the 1978 'Good Wine
Guide'. Covering nearly all wine available in the UK for under £2.50 per bottle,
authors Joseph Berkmann {Daily Mail
wine correspondent) and Alan Hall (of
the Sunday Times) found a good deal to
say about JS wines, recommending no
less than 31.
Of the own label wines, two merited
the 'good' grading. JS Vouvray (£1.50)
for example, 'evoked a bit of winedrinking rodomontade'. Christopher
Tatham, one of the tasters, talked of the
'wine you would serve to young lovers, to
help the fellow pop the question'. And the
guide summed up: 'It is charming, and
unmasked (with the price showing) we
thought it a good buy.'

'Lovely old wine'
ANTIPODEAN culinary delights are a
feature of this new cook book currently
being sold in all JS stores. It includes a
good variety of recipes for making the
best use of your lamb, together with
useful hints on spices and a helpful section on home-freezing. Costing 60p, over
18,000 copies were sold in the three weeks
following its appearance.

One wine made it to the top ten.
Beaumes-de-Venise, Cotes du Rhone
(£1.65) earned the following fulsome
praise: 'Lovely old wine, universally admired. John Elliot slightly took the mickey out of it by writing "my type of wine,
with love"; but he meant it after all.' The
guide has been well received in wine
circles, and at £2.25 could well help you to

cut the cost of the wine for that special
occasion.
JS wine has also received praise in the
Times and the Daily Telegraph. Pamela
Vandyke Price in the Times said 'the
quality (is) admirable for everyday, and
certainly up to the standard of all but the
most special occasions.' Of own label
wines—'this modest presentation enables
wines bought with great shrewdness to be
very good buys.' JS Beaujolais met with
approval, 'the fragrance of the Gamay
grape is evident, the fruity charm as the
wine is rolled round the mouth is delectably "moreish", and is a snip at
£1.90.'
John Morrell in the Telegraph also
commented on the value for money aspect of JS wines—and was similarly impressed by the quality. 'A wine of full
flavour and aroma' was how he described
JS Cote du Rhone Villages, and recommended it as a 'pleasant accompaniment'
for your turkey.
With all this praise in the press there's
no doubt that JS wines will be proving
themselves on plenty of new palates over
the festive season.

Pudding pundits say yes to JS
RECOMMENDED in Good Housekeeping magazine is the JS Christmas
pud. Between mouthfuls of Fortnum and
Mason's posher pudding and a homemade
economical
pudding,
the
magazine's pudding pundits gorged their
way through over a dozen others until
they were in agreement that of the cheaper puds, Sainsbury's was tops.

'On the sweet side, with a slightly
lighter texture than some of the richest
puds, it was still very gox)d and fruity' is
the magazine's description.
JS's pudding expert, Bruce Standing, agrees with the verdict. The fact that
the JS pud came top of the league just
goes to show, he says: 'the proof of our
pudding is in the beating'.

"Let me see now Vm almost certain it was red
and he was such a nice chap who served us,
Spanish you know and Benidorm is so lovely if it
wasn't for the flies and. . .
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That's my size, eggsactly
OLD SIZES

GRAM
WEIGHT

11II l°J

NEW SIZES

70

65
-62
60

55532
50-

Was that one lump or two. Sir'!'

Beer stock shock

46-1
45

T^^M^t^^t^fi^^t^e-nitW^u
THE EUROPEAN EGG made its debut
in JS stores on November 14. In common
with other major retailers JS introduced
the new egg sizes to conform with EEC
regulations.
The conversion chart (see above) is
being displayed on barker cards and was
specially designed by JS to help customers select the new size they require.
Eggs are now numbered according to

Tights across
the ocean
TIGHTS STRETCH FARTHER than
you think. Bretton branch has even been
selling JS tights as far afield as Illinois,
USA.
THE LOAF you're used to using will be
getting bigger next year. No, that doesn't
mean an increase in brain size, merely
that the standard loaf of bread is being
metricated.
At present, loaves in excess of 10 oz
may only be sold at net weights which are
multiples of 14 oz, the two commonest
being the 14 oz and 28 oz sizes. Over the
May bank holiday next year, bakers'
organisations have agreed that any loaf
weighing more than 300 grammes (10^
oz) will be sold in multiples of 400 g. In
practice this means that the two standard
sizes will be 400g and 800g respectively.
Since 14 oz is approximately 397g, this
means an almost imperceptible increase
in net weight. JS, in line with all retailers
and suppliers, will be making the changeover in the first week of May next year.
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size; the larger the size, the lower the
number. Colour is also being used as a
visual aid to the conversion.
With JS selling five of the seven new
sizes, ups and downs in demand are likely
to occur at first if customers find if difficult to adapt their buying habits to
include the "in-between' sizes. But with
their easy-to-follow diagram, JS hopes to
keep teething troubles to a minimum.
The regular long distance sale is to one
of JS's most far-flung customers, Mrs
Veysey, who sends her order by air mail
with a cheque to cover the costs.
The change left over after the tights
have been bought, and the postage paid
has usually been donated to the staff
children's fund, but after the most recent
order Mrs Veysey added an extra £5
towards their Christmas party to thank
the branch for their 'help and consideration'.

STOCK ON THE ROCKS isn't a misprint, it's the request of John Ugoji of
Nigeria. Mr Ugoji wrote to the company
after he had tasted JS stock cubes, given
to him by a friend recently returned from
a visit to the UK.
T love the tablets' he wrote. T also
understand that beer, gin, brandy, whisky
and wine made of stock tablets or cubes
are available in England. 'If so, may I
have your descriptive or illustrated catalogue of these and wholesale prices.
'If you cannot meet my request, could
you direct me to the good stock beer
tablet or cube manufacturers.'

Driving a
hard bargain
A NEW LOW PRICE for petrol was
announced by JS last month. The four
stores with filling stations—Blackpole,
Lord's Hill, Coldham's Lane and Sutton
Coldfield, will now sell four star fuel at
71 p per gallon. 'We don't know of anyone
cheaper" says Dag Bumstead, director in
charge of non-foods and hardware. 'We
have always been competitive in price and
taken the initiative in this field.'

Metric bread means bigger loaves

That's the
wonder of
Walsall
WALSALL RULES OK. At least that's
what branch manager Peter Purslow
would have us believe. His store is a
regular contributor to the JS Journal
news pages. This month however he supplied us with so much information about
his talented staff that we had to go and see
for ourselves.
Amongst the stars—a Miss JS finalist,
a toymaker, a bandlady, a thriving SSA
section and customers with a penchant
for losing large sums of money.
Back in July we reported a find of over
£2000 in a red plastic handbag. Now
they've done it again, this time finding
over £1500 just outside the store. The
money belonged to an old lady who
didn't trust banks, and was in fact her life
savings!
'The people in Walsall are careless but
honest' says BPO Vi Hadley.
With all this money floating around,
Rita Croft, a display assistant, has no
shortage of customers for her cuddly
toys. Rita, who has worked in the store
for two years, started making soft animals three years ago. Her mother brought
some fur back from the market, and Rita
promptly turned it into an elephant.
She has now expanded her range to
include giant teddy bears, and Kermit the
frog from the Muppet Show. The finished

products are sold at cost to friends or
charities, and Rita's animals have helped
to send a girl to Capetown for a hole-inthe-heart operation.
Another young lady who is making her
mark in and out of the store is Miss JS
finalist Julie Curtin. Julie, 18, qualified
for the final at an SSA weekend in Southport in September.

Above: Julie Curtin showing the smile that
earned her a place in the Miss JS final.
Below: A testing time for teddy as Rita
Croft shows him how to operate the till.
Just the thing to keep the customers happy.

Now at Birmingham University, she
has worked at the branch for two years. 'I
never thought about winning' she says. 'I
only entered for a bit of fun.' Julie loves
travelling, and regularly visits a pen
friend in Brittany. At the time of going to
press she was planning a round Britain
sponsored hitch-hike as a part of the
university 'rag week'.

BPO Vi Hadley, left, and deputy chief
clerk Sue Colder.
Mrs Rhona Perks is yet another of the
talented Walsall ladies. Social secretary
and chairlady of the Walsall Metropolitan Brass Band, she succeeded this year
in raising a third of the £750 needed to
send the 'A' band to the 1977 national
brass band competition. Needless to say,
the band won its section, playing the
'Rhapsody of British Sea Shanties' by
Don Osgood. Rhona has been grocery
clerk at the branch for nearly four years.
Besides all the individual stars the
branch also boasts an extremely active
SSA section. With Peter Purslow's wholehearted support—'He's always first on
the dance floor and last off says Sue
Golder, SSA treasurer. The profits from
regular discos and raffles are being used
to subsidise tickets for the Midlands area
dinner dance at the Mayfair Suite in
Birmingham on December 10. Out of 700
tickets available Walsall have accounted
for 250!
'A happy store' says Vi Hadley, and
we're bound to agree. The crew at Walsall
are definitely a fine example of the JS
team spirit.

Deputy manager Gordon Webb has got himself a real armful with these lively ladies.
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SHOP THIEF!
The shoplifter tramsfarrs a bottle of wine to
her own bag. To Jo; this is a suspicious
sign and she alerts t assistant manager.

At the till. The suspect pays for the goods
wine. When Joan sees that no attempt has
manager to intercept the suspect outside tl

Zigurds Busevics, {h% grocery manager,
approaches the suspefl, informing her that
he is a J S emplofejf and asking her to
accompany him back to the store to have
her purchases checked.

The shoplifter seems a little reluctant. J SsJhf
S
ff are entitled to use 'reasonable force' to
persuade a suspect back into the store, bu
if physical resistance is offered.
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'A MONSTROUS PROBLEM' says
Stan Carrier, describing JS's efforts to
cope with increasing numbers of shoplifters. Stan, manager of the branch security
department in Blackfriars, is currently
dealing with around 200 arrests each
week, a large percentage of which end up
in court.
London is his biggest headache, but the
economic and social climate has, in his
opinion, caused the steady rise in the
number of customer thefts all over the
country in the last few years. 'There's less
stigma attached to being labelled a
"shoplifter" these days' he says.
The Journal decided to visit a branch
which has particular problems with shoplifters ('I prefer to call them thieves' says
Stan), and investigate the way security
personnel operate in the fight against
crime.
Balham branch on a cold and windy
Friday afternoon. Accompanied by Joan
Taylor, a central security officer with a
great deal of experience in the branches,
we watched as she described the various
techniques used by shoplifters, and the
correct procedure for arresting and
charging them. A typical case is shown in
the specially enacted picture sequence.
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wire basket but makes no mention of the
en made to pay she signals the assistant
re.

In the office; Joan has checked the purch
items. The manager has decided to charge
Joan watches as the constable administers

against the receipt, and found the unpaid
hoplifter, and the police have been called,
aution.

Adherence to procedure is very important, as cases must be watertight before
being taken to court. Co-operation between branch staff and security officers
is therefore essential for maximum
efficiency.
Not all cases go to court. In special
circumstances a manager may decide not
to prosecute, but every customer caught

stealing JS property is banned from shopping at any branch. 'This saves a lot of
embarrassment for the shopper and for
the branch staff" says Stan.
At this time of year, with crowded
stores and dark evenings, Stan's team are
hard pressed—but having watched them
in action we are sure that crime doesn't
pay in our stores.

Fulfilling an Arctic Role
A BRACING ATMOSPHERE is all part
of the job for coldstore chargehand Harry
Cousins. Harry regularly works at —5°
Fahrenheit in the number one coldstore
at Charlton depot.
The low temperature is necessary for
storing frozen foods in the perishables
side of the depot. As a chargehand,
Harry's job is mainly replenishing frozen
stock as the warehousemen assemble the
orders for the lorries.
'Myfirstjob when I come on shift is to
check that each picking bay has the correct commodity—for example we can't
havefishfingerswhere the frozen peas are
supposed to go' he says.
The picking bays are the lower sections
of the warehouse shelving where pallet
boards are placed ready to be "picked"
by the warehousemen and assembled into
the stores' orders.
When everything is in apple pie, or
frozen pea, order, Harry goes over the
"debits" for the day. A debit is the store's
shopping list of what it requires, and as
Harry says: 'They have to be in the right
sequence to be loaded onto the lorries or
else there would be hopeless confusion on
the depot floor.'

Hole watching

If there has been a price change, or a
special offer is being introduced, it is the
chargehand's responsibility to see that
stock is used up in strict rotation, and that
goods marked with the correct price go
out at the right time.
Harry also has to keep his eyes open for
anything left lying around the floor. 'Any
litter can be dangerous so I try to keep
things tidy in the interests of safety' he
says.

Job and finish
Enjoying his job is something Harry
takes for granted, so what makes it so
interesting? 'Well, things are always moving so you never get bored' he says, 'and it
has some responsibility but not so much
that it becomes a pressure.'
Depot workers do get perks as well,
'but only once a month' Harry says. 'For
the grand sum of £3 we get a parcel of
damaged goods. We don't know what's in
it, we just take pot luck.'
Harry also gets the chance to make
some extra money by working overtime.
'We call it "job and finish". That means
Our occasional series on some we're given a certain amount of work to
of the varied jobs within JS do when we'vefinishedOur normal shift,
and when it's done we^can go home. One
visits the coldest spot in
visitor once said watching us do "job and
Charlton depot.
finish" was like watching "It's a Knockwarehousemen keep up to date as they out"—it's so hectic'
A lot of people think the worst part of
remove the goods.
'We have another card system that tells Harry's job is the cold, and he agrees, but
me where I'llfinda reserve stock of frozen he points out: 'The cold also makes
peas and then I hop into my reach truck everyone more friendly, so I wouldn't
want to work anywhere else.'
and transfer it.'

Just the job

The main part of Harry's job is 'watching for holes'. Although he doesn't spend
all his time patrolling the picking bays
looking for one that needs replenishing,
he does keep his eyes open, 'but usually'
he says 'I know if one ofthe bays is empty
by consulting our card system which the
Above: All dressed up—Harry says: 'The most important part of this warm rigout is the gloves.'
Below: A consignment of scampi is placed in position in a picking bay.

The half-time story
market share. How does this square with
our results ?
JDS: The figures you're talking about
tell only part of the story. In fact, it's
normal for our market share to fall
slightly during the summer. Last year
our market share went down between
spring and summer by about the same
amount as this year. There was obviously
a set-back in June due to the industrial
dispute but since then our market share
is well up on last year— 7.7 per cent
compared with 7.2 per cent. These figures
are based on Department of Industry
statistics, incidentally, which give a much
more reliable and comprehensive
measure of market share than the AGB
figures quoted in the press. The AGB
survey covers only 60 product groups,
mainly branded packaged goods that are
particularly subject to discounting.
Editor: Are you saying then, that we
were not directly affected by Tesco
dropping stamps in June ?
JDS: That's right; although of course,
the Tesco initiative caused the whole
trade to become more competitive, and
profit margins have been squeezed as a
result. As far as turnover is concerned,
however, our higher market share figures
are confirmed by our own analysis of
trade in branches that are in competition
with Tesco. Those stores without any
Tesco competition and those with the
strongest Tesco competition fared
equally well.

The chairman on the shopfloor at SavaCentre.

JS chairman John
Sainsbury talks to the
editor of the JS Journal
about the background to
the first half results for
1977

Editor: All things considered, our halfyear results look quite good.
John Sainsbury: Yes, turnover up by a
quarter means a worthwhile increase in
trade after allowing for inflation. Our
prices went up by nearly 20 per cent from
one half-year to the next, which means a
real growth in trade of about 4 per cent.
That's not bad going when you
consider that the volume of sales through
grocery outlets nationally is down by 4
per cent.
Editor: How did we do it?
JDS: Well, of course, we opened four
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new supermarkets in the first half of the
year and that increased our sales area by
7 per cent. This is more than our 4 per
cent growth in trade; we have for some
years been deliberately creating mor,e
spacious stores—providing more
comfortable shopping conditions for
customers—and this has cut down on
our turnover per square foot.
As far as existing stores go, recently
opened stores increased trade (in real
terms) and some of the older stores lost
volume; the gains were greater than the
losses.

'Those stores without any
Tesco competition and
those with the strongest
competition fared equally
well'
Editor: The press have been running
stories recently about Tesco increasing
their share of the market since dropping
trading stamps; and Sainsbury's losing

'The range and quality of
our perishables, our own
labels and our shop
environment count for a
great deal'
Editor: To what do you attribute this ?
JDS: Quite simply to our traditional
strengths. Our prices were very
competitive before June when Tesco
made their move, so their 5 per cent price
cut didn't have as much impact on us as
it did on some others. Second, our trade
and our reputation have always been
firmly based on quality, and quality of
perishables particularly, and I think our
customers recognise it is value—price
and quality—not price on its own that
counts.
Editor: Ho w do we stand on price
competitiveness at the moment ?
JDS: Not as favourably as we did
before June but we're still 1 or 1| per cent
better than the average of our High
Street competitors.
Editor: And how do we compare with
Tesco?
JDS: Well, for the moment at least they
do have a small price advantage—
ignoring quality, perhaps about 2 per
cent—but as I've just said, price isn't
everything. The range and quality of our
perishables, our own labels and our shop

environment count for a very great deal
with our customers.
Editor: Of course, the depot strike
occurred in June. Coming on top of the
Tesco move this must have had quite an
effect on our trade.
JDS: We estimate that we lost about £5
million in takings as a result of the strike.
That's not the whole story, of course,
because we had to employ other channels
to supply our branches during this
period and this put our distribution costs
up sharply. It's impossible to put a figure
for loss of profit on the industrial action
but it was quite a lot. Nevertheless, it is a
cost we were certainly prepared to take
to meet this kind of unofficial action.
The most damaging effect was that we
were prevented from taking a number of
marketing initiatives ourselves in June
and this lost an important trading
opportunity.

Trices are still rising
faster than incomes'
Editor: We did well to increase our profit
as much as we did, then.
JDS: Yes, a rise of 16.4 per cent is very
gratifying in the circumstances. I don't
expect the second half of the year to be as
good as it was last year, though.
Editor: Why not?
JDS: Because prices are still rising faster
than incomes. Purchasing power is being
held down by the fact that the cost of
living has gone up by about 16 per cent
over the last year while the pay policy has
restricted earnings to around 8 or 9 per
cent.
The situation should improve next

year but right now the squeeze on
purchasing power is probably at its
height and that's bound to affect our
trade in the second half of our year.

'We're meeting Asda
competition in several of
our stores quite
successfully'
Another factor is that our results were
quite exceptional in the second half of
last year. We went against the trend then
but we would be very lucky to be able to
do so again—at least to the same extent.
So at the end of the second half year we
will be comparing our performance with
an outstanding period the year before.
Editor: Looking further ahead—we have
recently announced plans to try to get
more sites in the north. Aren't we taking
on pretty tough competition up there? And
we haven't got the advantage of having our
name aroundfor the last 100 years.
JDS: True, this is where Asda, Kwik
Save and Morrison's are strongest, all of
whom have very low prices. But we're
meeting Asda competition in several of
our stores quite successfully already. I'm
not scared of that but of course we have
got to do all we can in our new stores to
reduce costs without cutting down
standards so we are better placed to meet
that tougher competition.
Editor: How successful has our
advertising campaign for sites been ?
JDS: We've had hundreds of letters and
'phone calls. It's been very encouraging.
Only 15 per cent or so are worth
following up but even that is a
substantial number of possible sites.

Ealing s magnificent eleven

NEARLY TWO CENTURIES of service to JS were represented when 87
Ealing said goodbye to 11 long serving
ladies. At a party in the canteen on
November 12 the ladies were presented
with small tokens of the branch's appreciation, and a good time was had by all.

Mrs Ivy Rees, part-time counter assistant with 36 years' service, confessed to
feeling 'choked' about leaving JS, and
added'I've made a lot of friends and had
a very happy time'.
The magnificent 11 are obviously going
to be missed by staff and customers alike.

Editor: Does that mean that we 're going
to move fairly rapidly in this northward
drive?
JDS: I hope so. There's still a long way
to go but with luck we could have our
first store arising out of this campaign
open in 18 months to 2 years.
Editor: Finally, what did you think of the
press reaction to our results.
JDS: In general quite fair. We did better
than most people were expecting in view
of Tesco's price-cutting and our strike in
June. The commentators were right to
take note of my warning that turnover in
the second half of our year would not be
as buoyant as last year and that our
profit margins would probably be under
pressure given the current competitive
situation. Of course they take a relatively
short view and I would like to have seen
more appreciation of our fundamental
strength. I think it's very satisfactory the
way we've ridden recent economic
storms and carried on investing in new
stores and facilities. When consumer
purchasing power eventually moves
upwards again and competitive pressures

'It's very satisfactory that
we've ridden recent
economic storms and
carried on investing in new
stores and facilities'
ease slightly I think we're going to be in a
very strong position—but only if we
persist in maintaining our quality
standards, in providing the type of stores
that customers want to shop in and
keeping costs under better control than
our competitors.

Instant deal
means cut-price
coffee at JS
INSTANT COFFEE is down in price at
Sainsbury's. On November 21 'Vendona'
brand instant coffee went on sale in JS
stores at only 98p. This compares with the
low margin price of £1.38 for a 4oz jar of
Nescafe, and gives JS an enormous price
advantage over its competitors which is
unlikely to be equalled for several weeks.
Manager of grocery buying 1, Barry
Matthews said: 'I believe we have the
cheapest instant coffee generally available.'
The cut price offer is the result of a
special deal JS has negotiated with Royal
Douwe Egberts, the leading coffee roaster
in Holland. The Dutch coffee situation
has allowed stocks of expensive coffee
beans, bought when the price was still
high, to be used up, and has meant that
cheaper beans, bought more recently, are
now available.
The low price deal is something of a
coup for the JS coffee buying department,
at a time when consumer attention is
focused on the changing price of coffee.
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k e y t o success

A PHENOMENAL SUCCESS was the
verdict as the SavaCentre computer worked out the first day's takings on November 15. The final total, which included
takings from the petrol station and the
restaurant exceeded all expectations and
justified the JS/BHS decision to venture
into hypermarkets.
Despite the fact that the pre-opening
firework display and the balloon launch
had to be cancelled due to the firemen's
strike and high winds, customers poured
into the store eager to see what bargains
could be found on the 6,500 square
metres (70,000 square feet) of sales floor.
Altogether over 10,000 customers passed
through the checkouts spending generously.

Two years' work
Tim Grinnell, general manager of
SavaCentre Ltd., was by the main doors
as the crowds pressed in and said: 'I've
been working on SavaCentre for exactly
two years today, and it's a marvellous
feeling to see the culmination of all our
eiforts. SavaCentre is a terribly exciting
project and I'm sure it has a significant
part to play in the retailing scene.' Tim's
SavaCentre HQ team also received a
bouquet of praise. 'We're a small team
but a mighty powerful one' he said. 'And
at Washington we've certainly moved
mountains.'
John Herbert, director of the Washington store, was the man of the moment as
he broadcast regular messages over the
store tannoy system welcoming customers to the first ever SavaCentre, and
apologising for the queues.
Popular departments included the
fresh foods section where mirrors helped
to create a breath-taking display of fruit
and vegetables. Televisions and household goods drew the crowds with their
low prices and delivery service. The delicatessen island situated under a striped
awning could hardly be seen for the
queues, and with some help from JS's
own deli specialist, Pete Cima, the girls in
boaters did a booming business.
But the section that drew the most
gasps was undoubtedly the wet fish counter, where an 18£ stone shark smiled
benignly at astonished customers.
Wandering among the crowds, listen-

Store director, John Herbert, with the key that launched a thousand trolleys. Over 10,000
people entered the store on thefirstday.
ing to their first hand opinions, was JS's
chief designer, Peter Dixon, who headed
SavaCentre's design team. As he pointed
out: 'The JS team, which included Audrey Fletcher and Richard Williams did a
lot of the early groundwork to give
SavaCentre its corporate identity—one
of the results is the splendid SavaCentre
typeface—and a lot of the credit for the
interior design must also go to Kenneth
and Nigel Wood, who were our design
consultants. But on the day it was the
reaction of the customers that counted.
The delicatessen island was particularly
admired, and the striped colour coding
for each department functioned well, giving the store not only a quality image, but
also providing the customer with a clear
idea of its lay-out.
The JS architect's department, led by
John Kerss, also had a hand in shaping
the success of SavaCentre. The long, low
building dominates the surrounding
shopping precinct with its impressive exterior.
Chairman John Sainsbury also paid

tribute to our British Home Stores partner, when he spoke to the press on the eve
of the opening. He said 'Backing the
Washington SavaCentre will be all the
expertise and know-how of its two parent
companies, British Home Stores and
Sainsbury's. That is our claim to uniqueness.'
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Left: Delicatessen
counter

Right: SavaCentre's impressive exterior.
Below: General manager, Tim Grinnell,
among the crowds on opening morning.

Opening day was the first real test for
SavaCentre's sophisticated computer,
and it worked. The store accountant,
John Gibson, was able to provide hourly
reports of the takings, number of customers through the tills, the average sale,
and on certain items he could give detailed information on their rate of sale.

Smooth operation
This instant analysis is another 'first'
for SavaCentre, which is the only British
store to be able to rely on a computer for
all its management information.
On the other end of the system the 36
checkout tills, which are themselves mini
computers, worked well despite having to
cope with a constant stream of customers
through the day. The cashiers smiled
through the crush and deserve a lot of the
credit for the smooth operation.
From the vantage point of a raised
kiosk, Helen Page, SavaCentre's checkout manager, supervised the proceedings.
Helen used to work for JS as a Woking
area cashier specialist. She is now responsible for 110 checkout cashiers, and
six supervisors. 'I'm also responsible for
all the money as it passes through
the tills' she says. But the pressures of the
job do not weigh her down, and like her
husband Bryn Page, she is excited to be
playing a part in the first ever SavaCentre.
The freezing north winds made the glove counter a
popular place with the customers who had to queue.

Left: The computer print out gives accountant John Gibson some good news.
Below: That shark gives local dignitaries
something to smile about.

The place, the people, and...
PLAYING HOST to the new SavaCentre
is a new town with a difference. Although
Washington's history goes back a long
way the new town came into existence in
1964 when the first plans were made.
By 1981 over 60,000 people will be
living in the town, and this figure will
continue to rise as more homes are built.
The progressive planning in Washington leaves the visitor in no doubt that the
21st century is just around the corner.
At present there are 16 'villages' arranged at varying distances from the town
centre, linked by a complex motorway
system, and each with a social centre, a
pub, and a 'corner shop'.
The town centre rises at the meeting
point of the motorways, almost like a
satellite station in 'Startrek', and
SavaCentre dominates the precinct with
its blue and green symbol clearly visible
from the approach roads and the motorway.
Car parks surround the centre, and
with a catchment area of 900,000 people
they are likely to be well used. The conurbation of Newcastle and Gateshead is

The way to a
customer's heart
DUCK A L'ORANGE is just one of the
gastronomic delights the SavaCentre restaurant will be serving to its customers.
And manager David Thompson has
plenty of mouth watering ideas for making his restaurant an attractive place for
people to dine.
'What Washington really lacks is a
good restaurant' he says, 'but with the
decor, the cuisine, and the fact that I have
a licence I'm hoping to attract local
people for a good night out, whether they
shop in the store or not.'
The SavaCentre restaurant is situated
to the left of the main entrance to the
store. It seats 380 people in a subdued
atmosphere more akin to that of a hotel
restaurant than a store canteen. As a

right on Washington's doorstep to the
north, Chester le Street and Durham are
situated to the south, and the large built
up area of Sunderland is on the eastern
coast. With the advanced motorway system almost all these areas are within 20
minutes drive of SavaCentre.
Competition in the town centre already
exists in phase one of the 'Galleries'.
There is a large Woolco store, smaller
local food stores, banks, shops and a
variety of services. SavaCentre is the first
store to open in phase two, and will be
closely followed by Boots and later by a
Presto which is moving to become
SavaCentre's neighbour.
Far from being anxious about the competition, SavaCentre welcomes it with
open arms. The more choice the customer
has, the more she is likely to make a
decision to buy, rather than waiting until
she has the opportunity to see what is
offered fn the shops of Newcastle or
Sunderland. And when she makes her
decision SavaCentre is confident that it
will be its own high quality, low priced
goods that will win her custom.

... how it all began
Readers of the 'Sunday Express' were
recently treated to an apocryphal account of the formation of SavaCentre.
Apparently JS and BHS had exactly
the same idea two years ago and according to the story, the deal came to
fruition over cocktails!
We now hear that it was seven years
ago when JS chairman, John Sainsbury,
first floated the idea with the then
chairman of BHS. SavaCentre was
formed five years later in 1975.

AS THE TENSION MOUNTED on
opening morning, SavaCentre's grocery
manager, Bryn Page was cool, calm, and
collected. Bryn, who used to manage
Sainsbury's Camberley branch has found
his thorough JS training has stood him in
good stead for the weighty responsibilities of his new job.

trained chef David Thompson means to
keep his standards high by cooking everything on the premises, even to the extent
of making his own batter and pie crusts.
The comments from satisfied customers on opening day prove David has
the right ideas: T think it's just luvly, pet,'
commented one local lady, 'and my
husband'll be bringing me here for our
anniversary dinner.'

Below: David Thompson on the left, christens his new restaurant with a feast for local
dignitaries on the eve of opening day.
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The JS connection

At only 29, Bryn is one of the top
managers in the store. He explains: 'I'm
responsible for everything to do with the
grocery department, from choosing fitments to buying the goods.
The grocery department takes up over
a third of the total sales floor and includes
freezer goods and beers, wines and spirits.
Assisting Bryn in the non-perishable section is another ex-JS man, Stuart Heslop,
who used to be a grocery buyer in Stamford House.
Stuart, now a dedicated SavaCentre
man, found himself faced with the worst
conflict of loyalties anyone is ever likely
to meet, when the Spanish air traffic
controllers' strike prevented him from
returning from his honeymoon in time for
the opening. But when Stuart did arrive
on the second day he said T was disappointed to miss the grand finale of all my
work, but I still feel a thrill when I see a
customer wheeling a trolley piled high
with groceries. I know I've got it right.'

Our man from
Beeston lines up
for the Duke
THEY'RE ALL ROYALISTS at Beeston branch, or at least they have been
since manager John Old and chief clerk
Mavis Jones were presented to the Duke
of Edinburgh a few weeks back.
The Queen's Jubilee tour of the Midlands took the royal couple to Nottingham for a civic reception. John
Old was invited to be presented to the
Duke as representative of the area's retailing concerns, but his wife was 'petrified' by the prospect and he had to invite
Mavis to stand in.
The reception was held at the County
Hall, and after a sumptuous buffet meal,
the 15 selected for the presentation lined
up to await the royal arrival.
They were just over an hour late—and
John describes the wait as being 'almost
as nerve-racking as having JD in the
district'. However, the presentations
went smoothly, and later everyone made
their way to the banks of the river Trent
to watch a spectacular £45,000 firework
display and water pageant.
The Queen and Duke stayed until
eleven in the evening, but the celebrations
continued into the wee small hours. The
exhausted JS couple were left to reflect on
an experience Mavis describes as 'the
opportunity of a lifetime'. One we're sure
she'll remember for a very long time.
THE BULLSEYE BEAUTIES of Bedminster branch were on fine form last
month when they received a silver trophy
for their prowess at darts.
The nine strong team had won the
Watney League (Bristol) KO Cup. Normally bottom of the league, the JS dark
horses beat several much fancied teams
before reaching the final. Their triumph
over the Golden Guinea on August 25
earned them an evening out at the Mayfair Suite, Bristol, and a bottle of fine old
champagne from the landlady of their
darts-playing local.

Meet the champ from Bath

DON'T GET THROWN by Bath's Val
Leach. She's a judo expert, and you might
end up with a little more than cuts and
bruises.
Val, 22, fresh meat assistant at Bath
branch, has been with JS for four years,
but only took up judo three years ago.
Watching her younger brother Richard
sweating and throwing his way through
stiff training sessions fired her with an
enthusiasm for the sport, and now she's
become the Amateur Judo Association's
National Heavyweight Champion.
'It's not a sadistic sport' says Val, 'and

Val puts the squeeze on Doris Robinson.
(Just in case you're worried, Doris did
survive to tell the tale!)
I've only broken one bone in all my
fights.' Apart from winning individual
events, she also fights for the West of
England, and has a fistfull of medals and
trophies to prove her skill.
Having reached Brown belt (First Kyu)
standard, she now plans to get the coveted Black belt and then to teach aspiring
youngsters. With over 500 graded fighters
in the Bath area, Val certainly won't be
short of pupils.

Golden final
for Bristol ladies
The 'Coopers Arms B', as they are
known to Avon darts buffs, have even
beaten the men in the branch on one
occasion—but one husband confided to
us that it would never happen again.
Having sden the ladies 'in action', we
think he could well be in for a surprise.

John Holland

Bachelor confirmed

m
Jean Hutchinson (holding the cup), landlady of the Coopers Arms, joins in the happy
team's victory celebrations.

UNDER THE WHITE HAT of refrigeration engineer, John Holland, is a
superbrain trying to get out. John, who
works at Basingstoke depot, has just
become a bachelor of science after three
years' hard work.
To gain his degree in mechanical engineering John had to attend the Polytechnic of the South Bank one day a week
and spend his evenings and most weekends poring over his books.
Says John: T left school when I was 16
because I didn't have the right 'O' levels
to stay on, so I never dreamed I would
ever get a degree, and now I've got it I
have a real sense of achievement.'
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ERE ARE TIGERS and there are crag-rats. Tigers are
trepid mountaineers. Crag-rats are what mountaineers
call rock climbers who are more acrobatic than intrepid.
Peter Lappage is a tiger.
For the past 30 years Peter, who works in the distribution
division HQ at Blackfriars, has been risking life and limb on
some of the most difficult peaks in Europe. His favourite
climbs are on ice and snow—the tougher the better.

CLIMB EkERY
/MOUNTAIN

'TO SAY people climb mountains "just
because they are there" is not enough'
says Peter. 'To me they offer a challenge
that cannot be matched. Nothing gives
me the same sense of freedom and exhilaration. I also enjoy the element of "mind
over matter" when the going gets rough.
With every climb I try to push myself that
little bit further.'
Peter was 14 before he saw his first
'mountain'. 'When a climbing trip to the
Lake District with the scouts fell through
I decided to go on my own.' Arriving at
Coniston station he looked up. 'Towering
above me was what seemed to be at least
10,000 feet of sheer rockface.'
It was in fact a 200 foot crag behind the
railway station but to the little lad from
North East London it was his first real
mountain. He couldn't wait to don his
climbing gear; old army boots spiked
with hob-nails and a tweed sports jacket.
Old Man Coniston at 2600 feet was his
first peak.
'I ran all the way up and all the way
down' remembers Peter. 'I was so afraid I
would get caught in one of the "sudden
mists" I had heard about.'
He has more or less been running up
and down mountains ever since. At 20 he
made his first trip to the Alps. Immediately he was hooked on climbing on
ice and snow. Every year since, he has
been back to the French, Swiss or Austrian Alps. 'Climbing in the UK has a
tendency to be wet as well as cold' he says.
In 1956 he was chosen out of about
1000 applicants to be a mountaineering
assistant on a two-year expedition to the
Antarctic. He got married instead. His
wife Beryl is a fellow mountaineer and
their three children, Heather 16, Clare 14
and Mark 11, are all hardy and accomplished climbers. That same year he
joined JS. (He had previously worked at a
number of large hospitals as a financial
administrator.)

Falling luck
Climbing fatalities are a fact of life for
Peter. 'There is a strong chance that at
some time or another a climber will "peelon"' from a face, and be killed or injured.'
Peter has been remarkably lucky. He
survived a 500 foot fall on Ben Nevis not
so long ago. He still bears the painful
scars of another fall. 'I grabbed at some
bracken on the way down—it was like
taking hold of a bunch of razor blades.'
Fresh from a trip to the Alps he arrived
back in the office, his face sunburnt, his
hands severely frostbitten.
'My mittens had frozen into blocks of
ice, so I took them off. There was no
alternative and no way back—only up.'
Beryl recalls a winter ascent in Scotland.
'It was so cold our eyelids froze together.'
Comradeship between climbers is
strong. The heaviest responsibility falls
on the person who leads the climb. Peter
has led dozens of climbs and is quick to
point out the value of a number two 'you
can really rely on'.
Mountaineering for pleasure got into
its stride in 1860 with the first ascent of
the Matterhorn by an Englishman, Edward Whymper. 'In the early days the
ropes they used were little better than
With Peter's help these young Adventurers
(the name given to Woodcraft Folk aged
13-16) have 'scaled the mountain' and now
experience the exhilaration of looking
back 'to view the plain.'
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washing lines' says Peter.
'Equipment and techniques have developed tremendously since then. For
instance it was not unusual for me to have
up to 160 foot of slack rope between me
and the next climber. Today I use the
safer technique of belaying (making fast)
the rope to the face, using a convenient
rock or a piton (a metal spike) at short,
regular intervals.' Climbers describe this
as 'stitching' themselves on to the face.
Modern equipment has taken away
some of the risks but it has meant people
now climb in conditions they would never
have dreamt of tackling a few years ago.
Peter's interest has brought him into close
contact with Pindi Sports, a big supplier
of mountaineering gear.
1 arranged for them to try out a couple
of sub-zero sleeping bags in one of JS's
contract depot's cold stores' says Peter.
'The warehousemen had the shock of
their lives when they opened up to find a
couple of chaps lying asleep on the cold
store floor.'
There are 'guide books' for all the
climbs. These are compiled by the people
who made thefirstascent and updated as
more information is gathered by subsequent climbers. Peter has a first ascent
to his credit on a sandstone face, rated as
very, very, severe.
'It had been climbed "artificially"
before, that is with the help of pitons, but
not using only natural foot and hand
holds,' Peter explains.
Before every climb Peter prepares a
series of route cards. He reads as much as
he can about the area and makes notes
based on other mountaineers' comments
about the terrain and climbing conditions. For a big expedition to the Alps
this preparation can take him six months
or more.
'You have to be methodical and cut
down the risks. Mountaineering teaches
you self-discipline and certainly helps
make you think more clearly in your
everyday life.'
For the past four years Peter has been
passing on his mountaineering skills and
knowledge of how to survive in wild
country to youngsters and leaders in the
Woodcraft Folk. The Folk, as they call
themselves, are an organisation for boys
and girls, similar to Scouts and Guides.
'My children joined the Folk through
their school. When they heard I was a
mountaineer I was dragged in to give
talks and eventually became a group
leader' explains Peter. Before very long he
was taking youngsters, mainly aged between 13 and 16, on climbing and walking
trips to the Peak District, where the Folk
have a mountain training centre.
Peter claims not to be superstitious but
in his wallet he carries a page torn from a
1956 calendar. The date, January, Friday
the thirteenth. The printed thought for
the day reads: 'If you don't scale the
mountain, you can't view the plain.'

Above: Peter (far right) and his wife Beryl (second from left) take a breather with a couple
of fellow-climbers on an Alpine ascent of crisp snow and ice—Peter's favourite type of
mountaineering.
Below: 'To be able to climb, walk and
bivouac in any conditions of weather, rock
ice, snow or glacier is the aim of the
mountaineer' says Peter, pictured here
with a few of the young Woodcraft Folk
Adventurers during their recent trip to the
Peak District.

Below: Peter gives a word of expert advice
to a young climber about to tackle an
outcrop of rocks during a mountain training session in the Peak District.
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Your letters
Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the editor.

Accidental threesome
From: W J Bridgman, JS veteran
When working at the now closed St Albans branch, I had occasion to descend to
the basement warehouse when I heard a
resounding crash there. One of the despatch girls was picking up a quantity of
glass. Asking what happened, I was told
quite seriously that she had just dropped
two two-pound jars of jam, and as things
disastrous always happened in threes, she
had smashed some empty jars to prevent
another serious accident. This happened
inthel920's.
Many thanks for this JS-style superstition,
sent in response to our request a couple of
issues ago for tales of bygone days at JS.
Editor.

Dolphin protest
From: Mike Connolly, advertising manager, Blackfriars
I felt compelled to put pen to paper on
learning that dolphin meat will be on sale
in the fish department of the new
SavaCentre, Washington.
Of course we all know that diminishing
stocks of 'traditional' fish will require us
to experiment with some unfamiliar and
initially unattractive alternatives. However, I cannot believe it is yet necessary
for us to slaughter these highlyintelligent, warm-blooded animals who
have such an affinity with man. I may be
dismissed as a sentimentalist who bases
his objection on a tourist's visit to the
dolphinarium, but there seems to be
enough evidence available to prove a real
'special relationship' between the two
most intelligent species on land and
water. There are even some evolutionists
who point to the dolphin rather than the
ape as man's ancestor.
So come on SavaCentre, don't spoil the
superb
shopping
environment
at
Washington with an ecological blunder!
On a lighter note, I was interested to
read in the same story that: 'if it comes
out of the sea, we'll sell it'. I imagine there
will be some applications for increased
danger money from the divers on the oil
rigs.

out where Washington is!)
Whilst wishing the new enterprise
every possible success I was most disturbed to read that Ron Leedham proposes to sell 'dolphin and porpoise', although I wish him all the best with his
shark! Modern science has proved in
scientifically controlled experiments that
it is beyond reasonable doubt that dolphins are extremely intelligent and
benevolent creatures. In a programme
televised a short while ago the proposition was made that 'they are man's
equal' based on the fact that they are
creatures capable of reasoning as opposed to merely creatures of reflex habits.
They have a higher IQ than any other
animals including the domestic ones, and
Mr Leedham, they are not fish but mammals!
Although I know that JS and BHS are
commercial enterprises based on profitmaking—of which as the wife of a shareholder I thoroughly approve—I do think
that the companies concerned have a
moral obligation to accept responsibility
for the ethics of the products they sell. To
try to attract customers by selling dolphin
and porpoise is not only bad ecology but
bad thinking. To sell these creatures for
consumption would harm the image of
the new company by showing a 'profit
first, never mind what' attitude which
cannot be good for customer relations.
JS. BHS and Ron, please think again.
Ron Leedham, SavaCentre's assistant
manager responsible for fish, replies:
No cause for alarm. SavaCentre does not
intend to sell dolphin meat, only to use
dolphins for display. The dolphins, porpoises and any other unusual fish we can
get hold of, are landed at the ports only
because they have caught up in the fishing
nets and died by accident.
I wholeheartedly agree with the
writers—the dolphin is a beautiful creature
and SavaCentre would not wish to endanger the species in any way.

Trousers please!

From: G Mears, Dudley branch
Whilst realising that the company only
made £26.2 million profit last year, and
therefore cannot afford to supply all male
stafTwith trousers, only drivers and cleaners, would it be possible for the-comFrom: Mrs Guen Howell, Gloucestershire, pany to purchase them on our behalf at a
more realistic rate.
JS's veteran's wife
I am sure that with a larger order JS
As the wife of a JS veteran I am always
most interested in the JS Journal—I find could obtain trousers a lot cheaper than
today's trading methods absolutely fas- we can as individuals. A quick survey
cinating. I was particularly interested in amongst male colleagues showed that
the new SavaCentre project and the most of them bought on average, four
article on the soon to open Washington pairs of working trousers a year, at a cost
hypermarket (which I certainly would of about £10 a pair.
In addition to the obvious savings to
like to visit in due course and when 1 find
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staff, trousers through the company
would improve the appearance of the
management team by giving them a more
uniform look.
Jim Perry, manager, personnel (retail)
replies:
The company have in the past investigated
the possibility of making items of
clothing—other than shirts (which we
carry as a stock item) available on a cost
plus basis to staff.
The savings to individuals was seen to be
very small even when the range of any
particular item was limited to one. The
wider the choice became, the less became
the saving.
The constant changing of fashions added
yet another problem and for these reasons
it was decided not to pursue the matter
further.

Bag space
From: Mrs S E Middleton, Shirley branch
As the company must be concerned in
saving money in these days of ever rising
costs, I would suggest that the company
sell advertising space to well-known companies or the like eg Bird's Eye foods,
Heinz etc, so they can advertise their
products on JS paper work.
Customer's paper bags, possibly carrier bags and so forth.
This way the advertising on JS paperware could considerably cut costs on all
the company's paperware.
I look forward to your reply, and hope
the company will agree with my idea.
Mike Conolly, advertising manager,
Blackfriars, replies:
/ do not think that items like paper bags
would be an attractive medium to advertisers such as Heinz and Bird's Eye.
For one thing, paper bags have an extremely short 'life' as they get used and are
immediately discarded, and the vast majority would simply not be read. Secondly,
the only type of advertising that would
really fit would be simple slogans, not very
valuable unless backed up with something
more solid.
Carrier bags would be a much better bet,
because they have a longer life, offer a
reasonable amount of space to print on and
are on view for considerable periods of
time, which is precisely why we use them
ourselves.
We are considering the jtossibility of
expanding 'Freezer News' and perhaps
selling advertising space in that.
Seen on a Blackfriars coffee machine: 'You may
find your 1976 2p coin is rejected by this
machine. There are only a small number of these
coins in circulation, and we have been advised
that no more will be produced.'

The Fathers
collection
TROOPING THE COLOUR only happens once a year for the Queen, but Cyril
Fathers can set one up whenever he pleases. Cyril, warehouse serviceman at Redhill branch, has 585 carefully painted
model soldiers that he uses to stage replicas of the real thing.
'I love the trooping of the colour' says
Cyril, 'and I'm very fond of military
music' Ten years ago he took his son into
a shop in Reigate to buy him a present,
and a box of model soldiers caught his
eye. His son however, was more interested in a model aeroplane and Cyril
ended up buying both.
Over the years he has steadily added to
his collection by hunting in toy shops and
even antique shops, where pre-war
models made of metal can sometimes be
picked up for a snip.
His aim is to build up a complete set of
over 1,000 models, but he is hampered by
the fact that manufacturers have discontinued many of the kinds of soldiers he
needs for the ceremony.
Being one of only two or three people
with the same interest in the entire country sets him apart from the crowd, but
also makes his search for the correct type
of model more difficult.
This year he has shown his 'trooping' at
an exhibition in Reigate, earning praise
from the mayor, and he has been asked by
the local Army recruitment centre if his
models can be used to help their work.
He has insured his army for £500, and
with some models worth up to £5 a piece
and a complete set of Scots pipers to
come, we're sure he'll be in great demand
for a while yet.

JS carries
Scotch to
the Scottish
T MISS YOUR SCOTCH BROTH in
packets' wrote a customer recently.
Nothing unusual in that. Every day head
office gets dozens of letters from people
saying they love, like or loathe, this, that
or the other JS product.
Nothing unusual, until you note that
the customer is a Mrs Laughland and she
lives in Golspie, in the far north of Scotland!
Backing up this Highland accolade to
JS's Sassenach broth, Mrs Laughland
asked if she could be sent a dozen packets
(1^ pint size) and she would gladly send a
cheque to cover the cost.
In explanation she said she had moved
'up here' last October. Although JS
doesn't normally operate a mail order
service 12 packets of JS Scotch broth are
now speeding their way over the border.

Poetry of motion pictures
ONE MAN'S MEAT is another man's
advert, or that's how it seemed when a
film crew invaded the fresh meat preparation room in Wood Green branch. The
cameramen were there to make one of the
TV commercials for the current JS campaign (see November issue).
The impact of these strange men with
their complex machines and bright lights
moved meat manager John Berry to pen
the following:
The idea of filming us work in such place
seemed absurd, 'cause as always we
work at such pace,
The thought of the camera, pedestrian, like
snails,
would surely shoot only the end of our
tails.
Suggestions considered, decisions made,
to film us preparing as instructions laid,
Showing us cutting and trimming to see all
is well,
so the customer buys the perfection we
sell.

So, one Monday, we found that our prep
room, so large,
was engulfed and made smaller by 'advertisage'
Producers, directors, cameras and lights,
we thought we'd seen all, till we saw
those sights.
Not once, but so often, things had to be
done
repeat and repeat, but still we had fun,
It all rolled along with a great deal of care,
things had to be right, without wear and
tear.
Action, rolling, cut, and take five,
back soon everybody and let's look alive,
So much to do and the time's rolling by
one hour of film for a one second sigh.
Now what we want is to see the advert,
and hope that we're showing all proper
andpert,
With JD approving as well as the viewers,
we enjoyed our fun, so 'sincerely yours'.
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People pages
Appointments
D Silverman, formerly deputy manager of
Upminster, has been appointed manager
following the recent retirement of J
Crane.
H Bruton, formerly deputy manager of
Basingstoke, has been appointed manager of Chelsea.
G Love, formerly manager of Chelsea,
has been appointed manager of Fulham.
R Miles, formerly manager of Woolwich, has been appointed manager of
Putney.
D Reynolds, formerly manager of Dartford, has been appointed manager of
Woolwich.
M Wagstaff, formerly deputy manager
of Chatham, has been appointed manager of Dartford.
R Lowe formerly manager of 68 Croydon, has been appointed manager of Petts
Wood freezer centre (from opening).
R Simmons, formerly deputy manager
of Central Croydon, has been appointed
manager of 68 Croydon.
R A Anderson, formerly assistant estates manager, Clapham, has been appointed area estates manager, a senior
management position.
T A Baker, formerly senior surveyor,
estates department, Clapham, has been
appointed assistant estates manager.
D W Heath, formerly production manager, dp operations, has been appointed
production manager and deputy operations manager.
R A Allen, formerly office planning
manager, has been appointed office services manager.
S J Walkley, formerly deputy manager, textiles department, has been appointed dairy buyer.
T A Hayes, formerly psd section leader,
Charlton, has been appointed depot service manager.
S A Canham, formerly liaison abattoir
officer, meat buying department, has been
appointed senior liaison abattoir officer.
P J Whale, formerly head office security manager, has been appointed security manager, central departments.
R Gibson, currently head of fresh pork
trading, will assume responsibility for the
bacon department during next summer,
and not the produce department as stated
in the November issue.

Long service
Bob Warner, grocery manager, Basingstoke depot, celebrated 40 years with the
company on October 25.
Mr Warner started as a salesman at
North End Road,Fulham, transferring to
Battersea, 147 Balham and 67 Sutton.
National service with the Royal Artillery
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in France and Holland followed, after
Mr Smith started with the company as
which he returned to JS as a dispatch a learner butcher at 128 Kilburn and two
clerk in the catering section at Black- years later transferred to 96 Kilburn
friars. He was then appointed manager to open the fresh meat department. While
of the packed grocery section and later at the branch he was promoted to head
the proprietary grocery section.
butcher.
Before taking up his present position
After a brief period at Chingford, Mr
nearly 16 years ago, Mr Warner was Smith left to carry out his national service
junior official of the grocery packing de- with the RAF. Nearly seven years later he
partment.
rejoined JS's Willesden Green branch as
Dpn Milsom, warehouse manager, head butcher later transferring to Oxhey
Chingford, celebrated 40 years with JS on and Hemel Hempstead. He then became
meat supervisor and spent a number of
October 18.
Starting as a poultryman at Maryle- years working in various branches in the
bone, and later Brent Street, Mr Milsom NW London area.
then carried out various relief jobs.
Before taking up his present position,
National service with the army was Mr Smith was responsible for the training
carried out in a number of countries, of staff and organising the fresh meat and
including South Africa, India and Sin- poultry department in new branches, a
gapore where he later became a Japanese position he maintained for seven years.
POW. After his release in 1945, Mr He also carried out a study on production
Milsom returned to England. He re- planning and meat preparation at Blackjoined JS's Lee Bridge Road branch as a friars in the staff planning department.
provisions assistant in 1946. He then
'Johnnie' Johnson, production manworked in several branches before being ager, Ipswich, celebrated 40 years with JS
appointed assistant manager at Dalston.
on November 23.
Before taking up his present position,
Mr Johnson started at Ipswich manual
when the branch opened about three branch as an egg boy, later transferring to
years ago, Mr Milsom was deputy man- St Albans as a salesman. Following five
ager at Chingford manual branch.
years' national service with the RAF he
'Air Newton, dairy produce inspector, rejoined JS's 48 Ipswich branch as a
Blackfriars, celebrated 40 years with JS salesman and was later promoted to assison November. 17. Mr Newton started in tant manager, a position he also mainthe warehouse at Blackfriars.
tained at 51 Ipswich.
As a member of the Royal Naval voMr Johnson took up his present posluntary reserve he was one of the first to ition when the new Ipswich branch
be called up for national service, which opened.
took him to several countries, including
Arthur Buddin, manager, Worthing,
Singapore and Java.
celebrated 40 years with JS on October
He rejoined JS at Blackfriars, as a clerk
18.
in the loading bank and was manager of a
Mr Buddin started as a trainee at
number of departments before taking up Stockwell and after one year transferred
his present position.
to St Helier, Carshalton.
Frank Surry, assistant meat manager,
National service followed, after which
Colchester, celebrated 40 years with the he rejoined St Helier branch as a salescompany on November 22.
man. He was then appointed assistant
Mr Surry's first position was as a but- manager at Morden later transferring to
cher at 51 Ipswich, later working at Stockwell, where he remained for seven
Chelmsford and Colchester.
years before being promoted to deputy
After completing his national service manager at Chelsea.
with the RAF in Canada and Egypt he
Following numerous relief posts Mr
rejoined JS's Colchester branch and in Buddin became manager at Morden
1967 was promoted to head butcher.
and before taking up his present position
Mr Surry took up his present position managed a number of different branches.
when the new store opened in 1969.
Ernie Heward, assistant meat manager,
Bill Baynes, chief warehouseman, Kentish Town, celebrated 25 years with
Coldhams Lane, Cambridge, celebrated the company on October 27.
40 years with JS on November 1.
Before joining JS Mr Heward carried
Starting as a roundsman at Bishop's out his national service with the Army in
Stortford, Mr Baynes transferred to France and Germany. During this time
16/17 Sidney Street, Cambridge.
he helped to destroy the infamous Belsen
Following national service with the concentration camp.
Army in Germany, France and several
In 1952 he left Germany and came to
other European countries, Mr Baynes England. Later that same year he joined
rejoined Sidney Street and was later ap- JS's Heath Street branch as a porter.
pointed butcher.
After nine months he became a butcher
Mr Baynes took up his present position and later head butcher, subsequently
in 1972.
working in a number of branches, includGerry Smith, area meat specialist, Eal- ing Kilburn and Burnt Oak.
ing area office, celebrated 40 years with
Mr Heward's first assistant managerial
JS on October 11.
continued >

^continued
position was at Belsize Park and before
taking up his present position two years
ago, he worked in several branches.
Bob Ingham, director, Blackfriars, celebrated 25 years with JS on September 8.
When the company introduced the
graduate management training scheme in
1952, Mr Ingham was one of the first
entrants. After completing his training
period he became a buyer in the dairy
department and in 1961 was appointed
head of the department.
Before being appointed to the main
board of directors earlier this year, Mr
Ingham was departmental director of the
dairy, bakery and wines and spirits departments.
Bert Shreeves, driver, Charlton depot,
celebrated 25 years with the company on
November 3.
Mr Shreeves started in the warehouse
at Blackfriars and in 1954 became a
driver, subsequently taking up his present
position when the depot opened.
Mick Pedlar, provisions tradesman,
Langney, celebrated 25 years with JS on
November 24.
Mr Pedlar started at JS's 128 Kilburn
branch after completing his national
service. Before taking up his present
position Mr Pedlar worked in numerous
branches in North and South London.
George Delaney, non perishable warehouseman, Basingstoke depot, celebrated
25 years with JS on November 3.
Ernest Tyrrell, manager, High Wycombe, celebrated 25 years with the company on October 27.
Mr Tyrrell's first position with JS was
as a tradesman at 87 Ealing, later working at 51 Ealing and 1/4 Ealing. He was
then appointed assistant manager working in various branches including Ruislip,
Eastcote and Hanwell. Further promotion followed in 1963 when he became
a spare manager and after two years
transferred to Pinner as manager.
Before taking up his present position in
1972 Mr Tyrrell was manager at South
Harrow and also 87 Ealing.
'Jock' Callender, security technician,
Blackfriars, celebrated 25 years with JS
on November 18.
Mr Callender started in the maintainance department at Blackfriars. In
1956 he was called up for the Suez crisis
and four months later rejoined JS, working in the development engineering department.
In 1974 Mr Callender transferred to the
management team and subsequently took
up his present position.

Bill Gander, meat manager, Muswell
Hill, celebrated 25 years with the company on November 10.
Mr Gander started as a trainee butcher
at 140 Finchley Road. Two years later he
transferred to Hampstead and was subsequently promoted to assistant head
butcher and later head butcher, a position
he also maintained at Marble Arch and
Paddington.
Before taking up his present position
approximately seven years ago, Mr Gander was meat manager at Edgware.

Retirements

Gordon Kensett, an engineer at Woking
area office, retired on September 17 after
31 years with the company.
Mr Kensett started at JS as an electrical
engineer at Union Street. Later he transferred to the branch maintenance and
installation department.
In 1955 he was appointed one of the
first resident branch engineers. He was
based at Southampton but as Bitterne,
Shirley and Winchester were opened his
responsibility increased to include them.
The introduction of JS service vans in the
early sites increased the mobility of
branch engineers and Mr Kensett's
'patch' included all the branches
along the coast from Brighton to Poole
and as far inland as Basingstoke.
Last year Mr Kensett became seriously
ill. It is through his ill health that he is
taking an early retirement.
During his time at Southampton Mr
Kensett made a lively contribution to
SSA activities as secretary.
His retirement plans: 'To get well, do
plenty of woodwork and enjoy myself.'
George Cook, reserve meat manager,
Walton-on-Thames, retired on November 18 after 23 years with the company.
Mr Cook started as a butcher at
Walton-on-Thames and in 1955 was promoted to assistant head butcher. Further
promotion followed in 1961 when he was
appointed head butcher at Teddington
later transferring to Esher. Upon the
closure of Esher he then transferred back
to Teddington.
Mr Cook took up his last position
following the closure of Teddington, and
also carried out numerous relief duties'in
other shops.
Annie Cross decided to come to London just to look around. She stayed for 32
years and on November 4, after spending
17 of those years with JS, she retired from
her position as housekeeper at Stockwell.
Before transferring to Stockwell in
1970 Mrs Cross was a housekeeper at
Balham for ten years.
Mrs Cross eventually hopes to spend
MISSING the 25 club dinner on October
10 at the Royal Lancaster Hotel, London, her retirement in Bedford and her main
was disappointing enough for Laurence interests are collecting antiques and
Turney, manager at Colchester, but stay- flower arranging.
Sarah Moonan, part-time cashier, 87
ing at home nursing an illness and not a
Ealing, retired on November 12 after a
gold watch was really depressing.
However, all was not lost. On October total of 18 years with the company.
Mrs Moonan joined the company in
28, George Hill, deputy manager at Colchester, and seven 25 year club members, 1956 as a part-time saleswoman at 87
who also work at the branch, gathered Ealing. She then left JS but in 1961
together and personally presented Mr rejoined as a part-time saleswoman at
Turney with his long awaited gold watch. Hanwell later working as a supply assistant. When Hanwell closed in 1969 she
transferred back to 87 Ealing.

A watch in time...

Although Mrs Moonan has no immediate plans for her retirement, she
hopes to visit Ireland in the near future.
Isabel Camy, part-time cashier, East
Ham, retired on August 26 after 17 years
with the company.
Mrs Camy started as a part-time saleswoman at 75 Ilford. She then worked at
Barking Road and when the branch
closed in 1975 transferred to East Ham.
Before being regraded she was a display
assistant.
The following employees have also
retired. Length of service is shown in
brackets:
Mrs DWaite (10 years)
Mrs E Palmer (10 years)
Mrs E Broadley (9 years)
Mrs D Warwick (9 years)
Mrs K Lee (9 years)
Mrs A Burke (9 years)
Mrs E Protasiewicz (8 years)
Mrs E Choppin (8 years)
Mrs E Bull (6 years)
Mrs A McLelland (5 years)
Mrs M Laver (4 years)
Mr W Linehan (3 years)
Mrs D Swales (3 years)

Obituary
Edna Spencer, part-time cashier, Leicester, died on September 29. Prior to her
death she had been ill for nine months.
Mrs Spencer had been with the company for 12 years all of which had been
spent at the one branch, and was due to
retire in early November.
Mrs Spencer leaves a husband and
daughter.
Maisie Wallace, part-time supply assistant, Hemel Hempstead, died on August
25 following a long illness. She had been
with the company for 11 years.
Before transferring to Hemel Hempstead in 1970 Mrs Wallace was employed
at Bishop's Stortford.
Mrs Wallace leaves a husband and
daughter.
William Eden, store service assistant,
Bedford, died on August 23. Prior to his
death Mr Eden had been ill for two years.
He had been with JS for 11 years.
Mr Eden leaves a wife and daughter.
Christopher Rose, chargehand cleaner,
Basingstoke depot, died of a coronary
thrombosis in hospital on September 10.
He had been with JS for ten years all of
which he spent at Basingstoke depot.
Mr Rose leaves a wife and three children.
Vera Doyle, supply assistant, Upminster, died on August 13. Prior to her death
she had only recently undergone an operation for the removal of gall stones.
Mrs Doyle had been with JS for nine
years and before working at Upminster
was a part-time sales assistant at Barking
Road until it closed.
Mrs Doyle leaves a husband and
daughter.
Kathleen Clements, canteen manager,
Colchester, died on November 1. She had
been with the company for eight years.
Prior to her death, Mrs Clements had
been suffering from a terminal illness for
several months.
Mrs Clements leaves three daughters.
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From meat
.. .to Wurst
NO BED OF ROSES' is how T G 'Pete'
Cima describes his career with JS. Pete,
delicatessen specialist at Blackfriars, retired on November 11 after 41 years with
the company, and left amid the celebrations of the SavaCentre opening. 'I
started in a tiny branch and I'll finish up
in one of the largest stores in Europe. It
gives me a real fillip—I've seen the growth
of so much' says Pete.
The 'tiny store' was the old Streatham
Hill branch, where Pete started in 1936 as
a butcher shopman. At his interview he
was told that he was too small to be an
effective butcher, but he was taken on all
the same and told to wear shoes with
bigger heels. In 1937 he moved to Thorton Heath, and in 1939 was promoted to
head butcher at West Wickham.
Pete married in 1937, and of his wife
Elizabeth he says 'she's been my alarm
clock for 40 years,—a very wonderful
woman.' The war came along and Pete
became a sergeant in charge of a gun
crew. 'I took them to Germany and back
without losing anyone—an achievement
at the time.'
In 1946 Pete rejoined JS to become
meat manager at the old Stockwell
branch and was soon a familiar face with
the customers. 'It was a very old shop
with a wonderful spirit. The old ladies
used to pop over to us from the 'Swan',
sometimes with double scotches for me
hidden under their aprons.'
Always interested in sport, especially
cricket, Pete began at this time to get

involved in Griffin activities, although
not as a player. Organisation was his
forte, and in 1947 he became secretary
and scorer for the cricket club, a post he
held for 25 years. On scoring, he says, 'I
like to make sure it's done in my own
inimitable fashion.' His cheery voice also
earned him a lot of friends within the
SSA, and over the years he has acted as
announcer/compere at a host of functions. Six-a-side football competitions,
darts tournaments and fetes have all been
helped along by Pete. 'I love doing things
for other people, especially when they
enjoy themselves' he says.
In 1966 he transferred to the training
centre at Blackfriars and became the chief
meat instructor.
Then in 1971, 'Peter Snow asked me to
promote the idea of in-store delicatessen
sections. That thrilled me no end, but the
transformation was quite large. After
being very organised in the training section I had to pull myself up by my
bootstraps and learn a whole range of
new skills. It made me feel a lot younger.
'It was a very hard period for me. I used
to go out to all our competitors and learn
what I could. Then I'd put the best into
Wandsworth branch—the first with a
delicatessen section. Until then I thought
coleslaw was something you got on your
lip!'
In 1973 he was transferred to the pork
products department as delicatessen
specialist, and as such took part in over
70 branch openings or extensions.
SavaCentre was his last and biggest, and
he was there to make sure that everything
was up to his usual high standard.
As for his retirement, he plans to be a
regular spectator at Lord's and the Oval,
and will be following Chelsea's progress
in the first division with an eagle eye. Pete
and Elizabeth will also be regular visitors
to Austria where their son John has set up
home with his wife. 'I've made a lot of
friends' says Pete, 'and they've all been
wishing me well.' The Journal does too.

George plans
American spring
THE HUMAN TOUCH is the secret of
successful retailing, according to produce
manager George Martin, who retired on
November 4. George has been giving JS
customers his own brand of personal
service for more than 44 years, but he now
has time to divert his attention to his
electric organ, painting, and a greenhouse,
full of exotic plants.

A cheery George at work on the shopfloor.
George started his long career at Croydon branch where he was employed as a
junior, knocking up butter, sharpening
knives, cutting lamb chops, and slicing
the cold meats 'wafer thin'.
'We used to work very hard, often until
late at night' George remembers 'but our
special treat was to go across the road to a
local cafe when we'd finished work and
buy ourselves a delicious cream slice.'
When the war came George was called
up and joined the King's Royal Rifles.
His first and only participation in the
fighting came when his regiment was sent
to Calais to divert the German forces
during the evacuation from Dunkirk.
'I had to make a road block with a
petrol lorry, even though I'd never driven
such a thing before in my life. I never
managed to fire a shot before we were
taken prisoner and I spent the rest of the
'Pete', as he is known throughout JS, is really called Thomas, but even his wife uses the 40 war in a prison camp.'
year old nickname.
When George returned to England he
K M B N H H t
i.
married and moved to the West Byfleet
store where he became a bacon hand and
later worked in the butchery. 'My wife
still prefers me to cut the meat. It's
something you get a feel for' he says.
In 1968 George moved to Walton
branch for the first time. 'It was still a
service branch then, and I was an assistant manager.'
Two years later he moved to his first
self-service branch at Feltham and from
there to Weybridge where he was warehouse manager. He returned to Walton
five years ago and remained there as
produce manager up to his retirement.
Apart from exotic plants, George also
takes pride in growing his own fruit and
vegetables. He may even be going into
competition with JS in his retirement
when he hopes to be able to grow enough
produce to sell to his friends and neighbours.
But before his green fingers can get to
work George and his wife, Minnie, have
something more exciting to look forward
to. 'We plan to go to America in the
spring, to visit friends in Philadelphia.'
With so many interesting things in
store it's hardly surprising that George
Martin has 'absolutely no regrets' about
retiring.
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SavaCentre closes Bill's career
CHRISTMAS ON THE BEACH is one
of Bill Ponter's plans for his retirement on
November 4. But he won't be freezing on
the pebbles at Brighton. He and his
wife Alice will be soaking up the sun in
Western Australia. Twenty years ago,
Bill, estates manager for the JS/BHS
SavaCentre venture, promised his wife
that they would go on a world cruise and
drop in to see her relatives in Australia.
Now, despite a fourfold increase in the
price of the cruise since their first plans,
they are ready to depart for sunnier
climes.
Bill joined JS in August 1934 following
an interview with Sir Robert Sainsbury.
He was asked if he wanted a branch post,
'but' he says 'I knew a bit of the background to the retail trade and had no
intention of selling eggs'. His first job was
in the retail sales office in Blackfriars, but
he quickly transferred to the depot stock
office—where he stayed until the start of
the war.
A keen footballer, Bill was blooded in
the JS office team at the age of sixteen. He
played against one of the big breweries,
and admits—with a rueful grin—'I nearly
got killed.' Starting in the defence, he
moved upfield throughout his playing
career and ended up as a forward.
No mean sportsman, he played representative football for the West End FA in
1947/8/9, one of the first from JS to get
that honour. 'I've got several medals, and
have been in sides that gained league
honours and won the JS trophy' he says.
'In those days the office section ran three
teams—good ones too.'
The war years saw Bill on active service
with the Navy, first as a radio operator in
destroyers, and eventually with the C-inC Norway's staff in Oslo. During his first
home leave he met his wife at a dance, and
they were married in 1943.

Eddie'sfalllife
on the open road
'TIME HAS FLOWN' says Basingstoke
driver, Eddie Duncan, who retired on
November 4 after a grand total of 48
years with the company.
Eddie joined Sainsbury's when he was
16 and worked in the old pie and sausage
factory at Blackfriars. After three years
Eddie was moved to the warehouse where
he stayed until the war. 'Then I was called
up and went into the Royal Artillery, but
almost by accident I became a small arms
instructor even though I'd known nothing about guns before the war.'
Although Eddie was doing an important job training the troops to defend
themselves effectively, like many others
who were refused the chance to see action, he was frustrated. He remembers: 'I
was kitted up four times to go abroad and
join the fighting but at the last minute I
was always called back.'
He returned to JS and was promoted to
foreman on the warehouse bank at Stamford House. He enjoyed the re-

Bill points to the site of the proposed SavaCentre at Oldbury, Birmingham.
He rejoined JS at the end of the war to
get caught up in the hurly- burly of
Christmas trading. Sent on one of the
rehabilitation courses for returned
servicemen, he only lasted for two days
before he was called on to pilot the
transfer of estate accounts from traditional book-keeping methods to a mechanized system. 'That was my first contact
with estates' Bill says, and since then he's
never looked back.
In 1949 he was officially transferred to
the estates department, and in subsequent
years passed his chartered surveyors
exams. 'I took to it like a duck to water.
I'd found my forte.' Over the years he has
seen the department grow from two to
over 20 strong—from purchasing 22ft
frontages to 150,000 square feet hypermarkets. 'Buntingford and Hoddesdon
were my babies,' he says proudly, and he

has a fund of amusing stories to illustrate
his claim.
In the early days of the Buntingford
scheme, Bill was involved in purchasing
land for staff housing. One deal had to be
concluded with a little old lady in her 80's,
and he went to visit her and tie things up.
Agreement reached, the lady said 'Would
you like to see my baby?' Bill was a little
taken aback, but not so much as when he
discovered her 'baby' was a sleek AlfaRomeo. 'I love driving fast cars' she said.
In 1975, Bill was seconded to
SavaCentre as estates manager. 'Somebody told me that this was going to be a
nice quiet little number for the last few
years of my career, but I've never worked
so hard in my life.' Bill retires on the eve
of the birth of his latest baby—SavaCentre Washington—'but nothing will
keep me away from the opening' he says.

sponsibility, but found it a very lonely
job, and when the chance came up to
become a driver he was very tempted. 'I
had applied to be a driver before the war
and I was very enthusiastic but it was still
a difficult decision to make.' Eventually
the attraction of a life on the road won
him over and he began his 30 year stint in
the cab.
Over the years a driver's life has changed. Says Eddie: 'Physically driving used
to be a very hard job because we had to

unload everything piece by piece, but we
used to have more time for a chat and we
used to get to know staff in the branches
well. Nowadays some people complain
that the drivers are not the same but it's
really the job that's changed.'
Eddie's interest in the union developed
in the fifties when he was an outspoken
member of the senior stewards committee
at Blackfriars. 'In those days senior stewards from various parts of the company
used to get together to make decisions
about their common problems. Nowadays of course, they're more or less split
up' he says.
He remained closely involved with the
union when he moved to Basingstoke
depot just after it opened. He classes
himself as a moderate but is never afraid
to speak his mind even though he knows
his view may not always be popular. 'I
fervently believe you need unions' he
says, 'but I'm always prepared to look at
both sides of a question.'
He maintains that his active mind has
been helped by his young wife Florence
and their teenage family. 'They've kept
me young' he says, 'and even when I'm
retired I'm certain they'll still keep me on
my toes.'

Eddie's smiling face is a familiar sight
around the branches.
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Try your luck with the JS Archives multiple guesswork quiz!
£5 of JS vouchers are to be won!
Send your entry to Honor Godfrey at Blackfriars by December 30.
The archivist's decision isfinaland the winner will be announced in the January Journal.
How many branches (counter-service,
self-service, supermarkets, freezes
centres) have Sainsbury's had in their
108 years of history?
a)297b)335c)502d)611

When did the last horse-drawn
Sainsbury vehicle disappear from the
streets of London?
a)1919 b)1928 c)1937 d)1939

Which Sainsbury branch
was set up in a redundant
church?
a) Christchurch b) Ilford
c) East Grinstead
d) Bishop's Stortford

What was a Sainsbury's Double
Delight?
a) own label banana raspberry whip
b) JS/Lyons restaurant c) twin bay
checkout

Which Sainsbury branch
was built adjacent to a
prison?
a) Leicester
b) Corn Market, Derby
c) Whetstone
d) Wandsworth

6 . When were sausages first made by the
firm?
a) 1882 b) 1892 c) 1902 d) 1912
When did Trowbridge
branch open?
a) 1906 b) 1928 c) 1930
d)1936

8 . Which is the odd man out?
a) Deacocks b) British Home Stores
cjCoppens d) Thoroughgoods

10.

Which branch was built
on the site of a theatre?
a) Drury Lane
b) Nottingham c) Wood
Green d) Chatham

9 . Where was the first Sainsbury offlicence?
a) Weybridge 1920 b) Guildford 1962
c) Bristol 1962

ANSWERFORM
Circle your entry, cut out and
send to us.

i
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

d
d
d
d
d
d
d

Attach this to a
piece of paper
with your name
address and
branch.
In case of a tie
first correct
entry pulled
out of a hat
will win.

STOP PRESS
More conflicting evidence on the triangular mystery object published
in the October issue of the Journal. Mrs Fowler, an octogenarian
customer at Leamington Spa, told the branch that the dishes
contained hors d'oeuvres. They were covered with silver paper and
cost about 5d or 6d each. Mrs Fowler's husband was a JS manager
and he bought half a dozen of these dishes plus their contents when
they proved a slow-moving line.

Right: SavaCentre's impressive exterior.

key to

Below: General manager, Tim Grinnell,
among the crowds on opening morning.

A PHENOMENAL SUCCESS was the
verdict as the SavaCentre computer worked out the first day's takings on November 15. The final total, which included
takings from the petrol station and the
restaurant exceeded all expectations and
justified the JS/BHS decision to venture
into hypermarkets.
Despite the fact that the pre-opening
firework display and the balloon launch
had to be cancelled due to the firemen's
strike and high winds, customers poured
into the store eager to see what bargains
could be found on the 6,500 square
metres (70,000 square feet) of sales floor.
Altogether over 10,000 customers passed
through the checkouts spending generously.

Two years' work
Tim Grinnell, general manager of
SavaCentre Ltd., was by the main doors
as the crowds pressed in and said: 'I've
been working on SavaCentre for exactly
two years today, and it's a marvellous
feeling to see the culmination of all our
efforts. SavaCentre is a terribly exciting
project and I'm sure it has a significant
part to play in the retailing scene.' Tim's
SavaCentre HQ team also received a
bouquet of praise. 'We're a small team
but a mighty powerful one' he said. 'And
at Washington we've certainly moved
mountains.'
John Herbert, director of the Washington store, was the man of the moment as
he broadcast regular messages over the
store tannoy system welcoming customers to the first ever SavaCentre, and
apologising for the queues.
Popular departments included the
fresh foods section where mirrors helped
to create a breath-taking display of fruit
and vegetables. Televisions and household goods drew the crowds with their
low prices and delivery service. The delicatessen island situated under a striped
awning could hardly be seen for the
queues, and with some help from JS's
own deli specialist, Pete Cima, the girls in
boaters did a booming business.
But the section that drew the most
gasps was undoubtedly the wet fish counter, where an 18J stone shark smiled
benignly at astonished customers.
Wandering among the crowds, listen-

Store director, John Herbert, with the key that launched a thousand trolleys. Over 10,000
people entered the store on the first day.
ing to their first hand opinions, was JS's
chief designer, Peter Dixon, who headed
SavaCentre's design team. As he pointed
out: 'The JS team, which included Audrey Fletcher and Richard Williams did a
lot of the early groundwork to give
SavaCentre its corporate identity—one
of the results is the splendid SavaCentre
typeface—and a lot of the credit for the
interior design must also go to Kenneth
and Nigel Wood, who were our design
consultants. But on the day it was the
reaction of the customers that counted.
The delicatessen island was particularly
admired, and the striped colour coding
for each department functioned well, giving the store not only a quality image, but
also providing the customer with a clear
idea of its lay-out.
The JS architect's department, led by
John Kerss, also had a hand in shaping
the success of SavaCentre. The long, low
building dominates the surrounding
shopping precinct with its impressive exterior.
Chairman John Sainsbury also paid

Opening day was the first real test for
SavaCentre's sophisticated computer,
and it worked. The store accountant,
John Gibson, was able to provide hourly
reports of the takings, number of customers through the tills, the average sale,
and on certain items he could give detailed information on their rate of sale.

tribute to our British Home Stores partner, when he spoke to the press on the eve
of the opening. He said 'Backing the
Washington SavaCentre will be all the
expertise and know-how of its two parent
companies, British Home Stores and
Sainsbury's. That is our claim to uniqueness.'

Smooth operation

\

This instant analysis is another 'first'
for SavaCentre, which is the only British
store to be able to rely on a computer for
all its management information.
On the other end of the system the 36
checkout tills, which are themselves mini
computers, worked well despite having to
cope with a constant stream of customers
through the day. The cashiers smiled
through the crush and deserve a lot of the
credit for the smooth operation.
From the vantage point of a raised
kiosk, Helen Page, SavaCentre's checkout manager, supervised the proceedings.
Helen used to work for JS as a Woking
area cashier specialist. She is now responsible for 110 checkout cashiers, and
six supervisors. 'I'm also responsible for
all the money as it passes through
the tills' she says. But the pressures of the
job do not weigh her down, and like her
husband Bryn Page, she is excited to be
playing a part in the first ever SavaCentre.
The freezing north winds made the glove counter a
popular place with the customers who had to queue.

Left: Delicatessen
counter

Left: The computer print out gives accountant John Gibson some good news.
Below: That shark gives local dignitaries
something to smile about.

